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Cisco Meraki Integration Guide 
 

1) Pre-Requisites 

 

a. Setup Organization & Network 

b. Add Access Points (APs) 

c. Upload Floor plans & place APs on the relevant floor plan.  
 

2) Share Floor plan information 

 
Floor plan information is not made available through the Dashboard APIs; it is only 
accessible via deep-links used by the dashboard. There are two options to make this 
information available to RadioLocus -  

 

a. Create a read-only dashboard login for RadioLocus 
i. This will allow RadioLocus to login to the dashboard in read-only mode 

(RadioLocus will not be able to change any settings).  
ii. The login can be revoked after RadioLocus has finished extracting the 

floor plan information, but if any changes are made to the floor plans 
in the future then this exercise will have to be repeated. 

b. Download the floor plan JSON manually 
i. RadioLocus will provide a URL from which the floor plan JSON can be 

downloaded. To generate this URL, RadioLocus will require Dashboard 
API access. See below for steps on how to generate an API key. 

ii. The client will access this URL from the same browser in which they are 
signed in to the Meraki Dashboard. They should be able to see the floor 
plan JSON. Copy the same to a text file and send it to RadioLocus. 

 
3) Enable Dashboard API Access 

 

RadioLocus will need Dashboard API access if the client chooses to download the 
floor plans manually. The steps for enabling Dashboard API Access are detailed 
here. 

 

 
 

https://documentation.meraki.com/zGeneral_Administration/Other_Topics/The_Cisco_Meraki_Dashboard_API#Enable_API_access
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a. Go to Organization > Configure > Settings. 
b. Under the heading Dashboard API Access, check the checkbox to enable 

access. 
c. Go to your user profile. 
d. Under the heading API access, click on Generate new API key 

 
 

 
 

e. Copy the key string and save it elsewhere. The Dashboard will not save the 
generated keys, so it cannot be retrieved later. 
 

 
 

 

4) Enable Scanning API 
 

Once RadioLocus has access to the floor plan and AP location information, it will map 
it to its internal database. Scanning APIs can be enabled after that. 
The steps are documented in detail here.  
 
 

https://documentation.meraki.com/MR/Monitoring_and_Reporting/Location_Analytics#Enable_Scanning_API
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a. Go to Network-wide > General 
b. Share the Validator string with RadioLocus, as this will be required for RadioLocus 

server to authenticate itself. 
c. Select “Scanning API enabled” from the drop-down to enable the Scanning API. 
d. Click on “Add a Post URL”. Enter RadioLocus-provided URL and Secret key. Select 

API Version 2.0. Click on Validate. The validation will work only after RadioLocus 
has configured the provided Validator string on their server. 

e. Once the URL has been validated, save the changes. Scanning API is now enabled 
and RadioLocus should start receiving data. 
 

 

 


